Mr. Benjamin Netanyahu
Prime Minister of Israel
Prime Minister's Office
Jerusalem

17.06.2020

Dear Mr. Netanyahu:
RE: appeal for extraordinary measures
I am an Israeli citizen, 84, an independent researcher, PhD. I apply to you for your assistance to my
scientific mission of special importance for the destiny of civilization, the Jewish people, in
particular.
The results of my decades-long independent research in exact sciences and humanities, not yet
recognized officially, amount, in my view, to a turning point in the history of science and
civilization. Those results have encouraged and enabled me to start settling the present general
ideological crisis now threatening the very existence of humankind, the destiny of the Jewish
people, in particular. Seeking support for my mission, I have applied to numerous universities and
scientific centers in Israel and abroad but in vain.
It is quite natural that, with such a mission, challenging many current programs, with my current
status of independent researcher, in a thorough isolation, with the former Russian KGB agents in
Israel undermining my conditions, depriving me of means of communication and conspiring against
me wherever possible, I have got powerful enemies among the corrupt scientific establishment and
now found myself in a critical situation, having to seek an urgent national and international support.

In this connection, taking into account that:
(1) civilization may die unless its present ideological crisis is settled;
(2) the present ultranationalistic Zionist ideology, having been useful at the initial period of the
state, does not correspond to the present general trend of globalization and therefore contributes to
the above general crisis, provoking nationalistic hatred inside the country and a rebirth of fascism
and anti-Semitism abroad, thus presenting now a threat to the future of the Jewish people;
(3) without the true scientific ideology the Israel education teach sometimes obscurantism;

would you please issue a strong instruction to the Israel Academy of Sciences and
Humanities to evaluate the scientific value of my research works and then, possibly,
assist me in establishing a new international institute, aimed at propagating the true
scientific knowledge. Please, see Enclosure for more information on the matter.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, ID310295142
512/51 Hativat Carmeli, 32629 Haifa, Israel
Tel/fax. 04-8221997; phone: 054-7856170
Email: reformach110@gmail.com; igor1935makarov@gmail.com
At present my communications and Internet are not reliable.
Enclosure:
(1) my research in physics: http://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ; its abstract: http://kvisit.com/ShZO9AQ;
(2) my work, “Reform of Modern Science. Politics. Economics”: http://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ;
(3) my letter to the Israel Academy, 2019: http://kvisit.com/SuI_3Aw;
(4) my letter to the UN Security Council: http://kvisit.com/S4uT1Aw;
(5) my letter to the Institute of International Relations, Geneva: http://kvisit.com/Szpf1Aw;
(6) my CV: http://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ;
(7) my photo (2016): http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw.

